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About This Game
Grow, fight, collect and evade in the last cosmic arena at the very end of time. Acquire MASS to evolve your EXOFORM from
the nimble ATOM to the godlike OMEGA and compete f 5d3b920ae0

Title: ATOMEGA
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Reflections, a Ubisoft Studio
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2017

Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit versions only)
Pro

English,French,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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PUBLIC FUN! XD. The biggest problem is with Ubisofts marketing team. This is a fantastic idea and I enjoyed messing around
in the area but after 3 attempts where I couldn't find anyone to play with I grew bored.. First off there's no Uplay. Thank you
lord. Now, this is a great little gem. There's a really interesting multiplayer shooter here, with great graphics and sound and a
nifty idea. If more people gave this game a fair shot so its playerbase could grow this one would be a real keeper.. This is kind
of like Agario.io meets Tron - I loved it! The Devs are active and to say how new the game is, it's really polished! If you want a
casual game with a ton of replayability then this is one you should check out for sure.. This is a lovely simple game. I like the
graphics, controls, everything! I played mostly after release when the player base was more active and probably should have
played more then. Not really worth buying now due to the lack of players :( but the game is so good I just can't give it a thumbs
down! I think the game would do well if it went f2p and sold skins, could attract more players.. Very fun, just buy it! The
trailers basically show what you get but the gameplay is really fun.
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